Multipanel UK Ltd is pleased to have become one of the most recognised Aluminium Composite manufacturers in the world. This achievement has come from a simple philosophy – to offer the highest quality materials at the most competitive prices in the market.

Through this, we have managed to build an impressive client portfolio of designers, sign makers and architects on an international level. We often get sent innovative, unusual uses for our products, especially Alupanel, and would like to take this opportunity to showcase them!

Enjoy...

This striking Alupanel furniture was made by designer Nic Rysenbry and titled OrgFab Furniture.

The furniture was designed to cross the line between modern technological processes, and more traditional craftsmanship. Manufactured to within 0.01 of a millimetre, each piece was then painstakingly assembled by hand. To see more visit www.n3rd.co.uk.

The new Alupanel Brushed Steel finish was recently selected as the choice to clad the inside of a new VW Campervan.

It has been cut to size, routed and bent to create an entirely seamless finish.

Alupanel, alongside our choice of aluminium fixing systems, has been used to create the body of this trailer.

The panel is extremely rigid and hardwearing so is a great choice for the creation of complex trailers, that need to be not only durable, but lightweight and practical.

BEFORE UNDERTAKING ANY OF THE METHODS SHOWN, PLEASE REFER TO OUR INSTALLATION/FABRICATION MANUAL.
Aesthetic/Artistic Applications

This artwork is the creation of artist Daniel Buren and was on display at the Bartolami Gallery, New York, in 2009.

Alupanel has been used for the face of these creations and highlights the durability, high gloss and aesthetic properties of the panel.

This fantastic mural is situated on the side wall of a surf shop in Australia. The Alupanel was sanded and prepared in a warehouse before being painted, by hand, then attached to the side wall of the surf shop to look as though the wall has been broken through exposing a great beach scene!

In this image, Brushed Alupanel has been used with ceramic inks. These semi-transparent inks allow the brushed effect of the panel to show through, creating a great, modern finish. This artwork has come from an artist based in the south west of England.

Available in many unique finishes, Alupanel is perfect as an artistic substrate.

Point of sale

A fantastic example of the formability of Alupanel, this Estée Lauder point of sale display at a shopping mall in Europe showcases the bright gloss finish of Alupanel red sheets. The material has been routed and formed into boxes to create the edges of the “ribbon” effect, and tightly bent to produce the bow.

These spiders have been a regular feature of Multipanel UK’s exhibitions across the world, and once again show the versatility of Alupanel. Two sheets of Alupanel have been cut into parts, fixed together and slotted into each other to form this spider. A great example of a small, attractive exhibition handout.
This is a great application for Alupanel, acting as a kitchen splash back. The hard, tough paint finish is highly resistant to cleaning and the high gloss content makes the vibrant colour jump out at you. It can be cut and bent into almost any shape and can cover a wall up to 4m long by 2m wide, creating a seamless finish. It can be easily fixed to the wall through a number of different methods.

The extensive colour range along with the durable, hygienic finish makes Alupanel ideal for use in bathrooms, from wall cladding to shower units. It can be easily cleaned and is resistant to chemicals, waterproof and carries a Class 1 and Class 0 British Standard fire rating (BS476 P6 & 7).

Alupanel can be used as a decorative backing panel for headboards, or for feature walls in homes/offices etc. With over 30 stock finishes, and the ability to match almost any RAL colour you’ll always be able to find the colour you need. It holds one of the highest gloss ratings in the industry, and comes with a matt finished reverse – so you are in control of the finish you prefer.

White 9016 3mm Alupanel has been used as the Dormer cheeks on this building. It acts as an impressive weather shield and also provides an element of sound proofing and insulation. The panel has been cut to size and routed, all on-site, then simply fixed to the Dormer construction.

Alupanel has recently been used on a new build as window sills. The mock-up pictured shows the quality finish of the product and how it can be folded into the shape required, creating a completely seamless window sill. The panel was cut and routed on site, then fixed to the window.